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Abstract

In this paper, we propose a statistical optimization framework for transmitting audio sequences
over wireless links. Our proposed framework protects audioframes against both temporally cor-
related random bit errors introduced by a fading channel andpacket erasures caused by network
buffering. Forming a two-dimensional grid of symbols, our framework forms horizontal packets
that are compensated only vertically against both types of errors. The utilized one-dimensional
error correction coding scheme of our framework assigns parity bits according to the perceptual
importance of frames such that the Segmented SNR of a received audio sequence is maximized.
In addition, the proposed framework suggests an effective way of reducing the packetization over-
head of small audio frames.

I. INTRODUCTION

With the emergence of broadband wireless networks, the use of audio and video streaming tech-
niques has significantly increased. However, many challenges should be addressed in order to pro-
vide a good transmission quality over the error prone wireless networks. Some of these challenges
include reducing the packetization overhead of small audioframes as well as protecting audio con-
tent against both bit errors introduced by wireless fading channels and packet erasures introduced
by network buffering. The use of Forward Error Correction (FEC) codes represents popular alterna-
tive of mitigating the effects of bit errors and packet erasures. In addition, utilizing Multiple Input
Multiple Output (MIMO) links can improve the quality of wireless links.

In what follows, a brief review of the literature work related to the transmission of audio is pro-
vided. Considering the depth of research conducted in the field, the review cannot be exhaustive.
Rather, it includes a mentioning of the works more closely related to the subject of interest to this
paper. As evidenced by the work of [9] and others, audio transmission is usually performed using
a frame-based approach in which a frame consisting of a number of samples is taken from an au-
dio source, encoded, packetized, and sent across a transmission channel. This approach introduces
a potentially high packetization overhead due to the large size of the IP/UDP/RTP packet header
compared to the small payload size of the audio frames. Transmitting small packets over most of
today’s Medium Access Control (MAC) protocols is subject toa significant overhead related perfor-
mance degradation as well as a fairness problem as reported by [16] and [15]. In the literature, many
different techniques have been proposed to decrease the overhead of transmission and increase the
payload size. In [15], the authors propose concatenating small packets into larger packets such that
the overhead is shared among a group of packets instead of being applied to single packets. In [16],
the authors propose a voice/audio multiplex-multicast scheme in which multiple packets belonging
to different users are combined into large packets. Large packets are received by all users, each user
extracts his own corresponding packet and drops the other packets. Header compression is another
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technique widely used to reduce the packetization overhead[5]. In [8], we propose an optimization
framework for protecting audio sequences against bit errors only introduced by the wireless channel
such that more protection is applied to the most perceptual audio packets. In addition, the frame-
work suggests a frame grouping technique to reduce the packetization overhead. In [20], utilizing
Reed Solomon (RS) FEC codes is proposed in order to provide Unequal Error Protection (UEP)
for audio streams. The authors propose two schemes, the firstscheme is unequal frame protection
where more protection is added to the header portion of the frame and less protection to the data
portion of the frame. The second scheme employs UEP where more protection is assigned to the
most significant bits of quantized data samples and less protection is assigned to the least significant
bits. In [17], the authors suggest a Content-based UEP (C-UEP) framework for transmitting audio
over wireless links. The framework protects the most perceptual audio frames against packet loss by
generating a redundant secondary stream. The authors of [7]suggest a perceptually controlled error
protection scheme for transmitting audio over IP networks.They present a UEP scheme in which
the critical frames are transmitted twice at a full and a low bit rate version in order to achieve a high
probability of delivering critical frames. A joint source-channel coding scheme of audio and video
transmission over the Internet is proposed in [3]. While thesender sends multiple source and chan-
nel coding layers, each receiver subscribes to a number of layers that optimize the source-channel
coding rate allocation according to its bandwidth and packet loss rate. In [12], a systematic study
of FEC for audio packets over the Internet is presented. The authors emphasize that FEC should
be added in a controlled way such that it reduces the network congestion and also constraints the
source coding rate. Our literature review reveals that mostof the cited works assign parity in a
heuristic manner as opposed to an optimal manner. Further, they protect audio frames either against
bit errors or packet erasures but not both.

This paper proposes an optimization framework for transmitting audio streams over wireless
tandem links based on a detailed analysis of the wireless channel. The framework suggests an
optimal way for assigning parity bits to audio frames according to the perceptual sensitivity of the
frames. It protects audio frames against both bit errors andpacket erasures. It also proposes an
efficient way for packetizing and transmitting audio framessuch that the packetization overhead is
minimized.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we describe our proposed framework
based on a capturing of the wireless channel model. In Section III, we formulate the optimization
problem and offer an effective solution to it utilizing dynamic programming. In section IV, we de-
scribe our experimentation setup and performance evaluation results. Finally, Section V concludes
the paper and proposes future work.

II. FRAMEWORK DESCRIPTION ANDCHANNEL ANALYSIS

In this section, we provide a description of our proposed framework and analyze the wireless
channel model. Fig. 1 depicts the block diagram of our framework. As illustrated, the audio stream
is first encoded and compressed using MPEG-4 Bit Slice Arithmetic Coding (BSAC). In specific,
we use MPEG-4 Natural Audio Coding Toolkit publicly available at the ISO website [1]. Next,
Unequal Error Protection (UEP) is applied through which more parity bits are assigned to the more
important audio frames. The parity assignment is done in an optimal manner as described in Section
III such that it jointly protects the audio sequence againstboth bit errors and packet erasures. As
illustrated by the figure, channel coding blocks are alignedon the columns of a grid such that each
column corresponds to one block while packets are formed on the rows. As such, each symbol in
every packet belongs to a different channel coding block andthe loss of a packet results in losing
one symbol per channel coding block. Not only the use of this scheme increases the payload size of
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packets and reduces the packetization overhead, but also itmitigates the effects of packet erasures.
Once packet payloads are formed, the header of each packet isadded. In order to protect the header
of each packet against bit errors, additional parity bits are assigned to the header bits. For each
packet, the amount of parity added to its header bits is calculated such that the packet is lost due to
header bit errors with a small probability ofǫ. Without this protection, a single bit error on the header
bits will render the entire packet useless. Packets are transmitted over a wireless fading channel
which may be utilizing multiple transmit and/or receive antennas. We assume that the total number
of blocks, all of individual block sizes, and the number of packets are transmitted in advance such
that the receiving end of the link can re-establish the grid and attempt at reconstructing the blocks of
the grid from the received packets. Automatic Repeat reQuest (ARQ) scheme is used to guarantee
the delivery of these meta data packet. Once all of the packets are received, the information grid
can be reconstructed and channel coding can be applied to thecolumns of the grid in order to
compensate against bit errors and symbol erasures. As the result of applying channel coding, every
individual block is either fully recovered or completely discarded. In the case of discarding a block,
error concealment is used to replace the discarded block with the content of the previously received
block. The blocks are then passed to the audio decoder and play back stage.
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Fig. 1. (a) A block diagram of the proposed framework. (b) Thegrid alignment illustrating that packets are formed
horizontally and coding blocks are formed vertically.Sx,y corresponds to the frame source symbols andCx,y corresponds
to the frame parity symbols.

In what follows, we briefly describe the wireless channel model, the calculation of the Symbol Er-
ror Rates (SERs), and the FEC scheme used to protect packets against random bit errors and packet
erasures. A MIMO wireless fading channel is characterized by a temporally correlated pattern of
bit loss [19]. In order to capture this loss behavior, we use the two-state Gilbert-Elliott (GE) model.
In the GE model, the random corruption pattern of an audio bitstream is described by a two-state
Markov chain introducing a good state (G) and a bad state (B).State G represents a bit error rate of
εG while state B represents a bit error rate ofεB , whereεB >> εG. Let P (t, q,G) andP (t, q,B)
denote the probability of receivingq bits from t transmitted bits and ending up in state G and B of
the GE model, respectively. Then the overall probability ofreceivingq bits from t transmitted bits
under the GE model is calculated as [19]

P (t, q) = P (t, q,G) + P (t, q,B) (1)

where the recursive probabilitiesP (t, q,G) andP (t, q,B) are given by

P (t, q,G) = εG [γ P (t − 1, q,G) + (1 − β)P (t − 1, q, B)]
(1 − εG) [γ P (t − 1, q − 1, G) + (1 − β)P (t − 1, q − 1, B)]
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and

P (t, q,B) = εB [(1 − γ)P (t − 1, q,G) + βP (t − 1, q, B)]
(1 − εB) [(1 − γ)P (t − 1, q − 1, G) + βP (t − 1, q − 1, B)]

for t ≥ q > 0 and the initial conditions

P (0, 0, G) = gss =
1 − β

2 − γ − β
, P (0, 0, B) = bss =

1 − γ

2 − γ − β

P (1, 0, G) = εG [γ gss + (1 − β) bss], P (1, 0, B) = εB [(1 − γ) gss + β bss] (2)

In the above equationsγ is the probability of self transitioning for state G andβ is the probability of
self transitioning for state B. Further, per state bit errorratesεG andεB can be calculated in terms
of the number of transmit/receive antennas, and the averagereceived signal-to-noise ratios. In [19],
closed-form expressions describing these per state error rates are identified assuming a flat fading
Rayleigh channel. Based on that discussion, the generic modulation symbol error rate of a link
associated with a single-transmitW -receive antenna link using Maximum Ratio Combining (MRC)
and Z-PSK modulation is identified as

εG = Z−1
Z

− 1
π

√

ϑG

1+ϑG

{

(π
2 + tan−1 χG)

∑W−1
j=0

(

2j
j

)

1
[4(1+ϑG)]j

+ sin(tan−1 χG)
∑W−1

j=1

∑j
i=1

σij

(1+ϑG)j [cos(tan−1 χG)]2(j−i)+1
}

(3)

whereϑG = SNRG sin2( π
Z

), χG =
√

ϑG

1+ϑG
cot π

Z
, andσij =

(2j
j )

(2(j−i)
j−i )4i[2(j−i)+1]

.

According to the same discussion, Equation (3) can also be used to calculate the modulation
symbol error rate of wireless links utilizing Space-Time Block Codes (STBCs) of [14] with the
insertion of a properSNR scaling factor. Relying on BPSK modulation, i.e., (Z = 2), Equation
(3) can map modulation symbol error rates to bit error rates.In order to differentiate between per
state bit error ratesεG andεB , two different measuresSNRG andSNRB are considered for state
G and state B whereSNRG >> SNRB . For simulating packet erasures, we use the Gilbert
(G) model, which can be obtained from the GE model by substituting εG andεB with 0 and1,
respectively. We apply the model to the packet symbols. If one symbol is erased, the entire packet
is marked as erased packets. Next, we propose the use of an RS FEC scheme at the link layer to
mitigate the effects of random bit errors and packet erasures. A channel coding symbol is to be
differentiated from a modulation symbol and may itself consist of a number of modulation symbols.
The maximum block size is determined by the channel coding symbol sizes. An RS code operating
on ans-bit symbol size can have up ton = 2s − 1 symbols per block. An encoded block contains
k data symbols andC = n − k parity symbols. An RS code withC parity symbols can correct up
to Nerr symbol errors andNers symbol erasures for as long as2Nerr + Ners ≤ C [6]. Suppose
the RS coder generates a set of channel coding symbols where each symbol consists ofs bits. A
channel coding symbol is received error free if all of itss bits are received free of errors. Thus, the
probability of receiving a channel coding symbol free of errors under the GE model is described by
Equation (1) witht = q = s asP (s, s). Referring to [18] and [19], we rely on a hybrid loss model
to describe the probability of channel coding block loss. Inour hybrid model, channel coding inter-
symbol correlation is assumed not to be significant in comparison with channel coding intra-symbol
correlation captured by the expressionP (s, s). As such, the probability of channel coding block
lossΨ(Lm, Cm) is described as [6]

Ψ(Lm, Cm) = 1 −

Lm
∑

q=0

p

(

Nerr ≤ ⌊
Cm − q

2
⌋|Ners = q

)

Pers(Lm, q)u(Cm − q), (4)
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whereNerr is the number of non-overlapping symbol errors,Lm is the size of the blockm in sym-
bols,Pers(Lm, q) is the probability ofq symbol erasures out ofLm transmitted symbols.u(Cm−q)
is the unit step function defined as

u(Cm − q) =

{

1 if q ≤ Cm

0 if q > Cm.
(5)

It follows that

p

(

Nerr ≤ ⌊
Cm − q

2
⌋|Ners = q

)

=

⌊Cm−q

2
⌋

∑

j=0

p(Nerr = j|Ners = q). (6)

If the packets are sufficiently large, the symbols errors canbe considered independent and as a result

p(Nerr = j|Ners = q) =

(

Lm − q

j

)

(1 − P (s, s))j(P (s, s))Lm−q−j. (7)

Pers(Lm, q) is the probability of havingq symbols erased out ofLm transmitted symbols calculated
using Equation (1) by substitutingεG andεB with 0 and1, respectively. Notice that due to the
formation of the grid of blocks, average probability of symbol erasures is upper bounded by the
average probability of packet erasures. We have investigated different low and high values ofPers

to study the impact of packet erasure rates on the transmission performance, and as we see on
Section IV, the proposed framework can tolerate high packeterasure rates without scarifying the
transmission quality.

III. O PTIMIZATION FORMULATION AND SOLUTION

The main objective of the optimization problem of this section is to find the optimal parity as-
signment for each frame maximizing the quality of received audio sequence. Each frame obtains
different number of parity bits according to its perceptualimportance. We use Segmented Signal
to Noise Ratio (SSNR) [2], as one of the best time domain objective metrics used toevaluate the
quality of audio and voice streams for performance evaluation. We note that a higher measure of
SSNR metric indicates a better quality. TheSSNR is defined as

SSNR = 10
M

∑M−1
m=0 log

{

1 +
∑N

n=1 x2(mN+n)
∑N

n=1[y(mN+n)−x(mN+n)]2+δ,

}

, (8)

wherex(.) is the set of normalized samples of the transmitted audio sequence andy(.) is the set
of normalized samples of the received audio sequence.N is the frame length in samples,M is the
number of frames of the audio sequence, andδ is a small number used to prevent dividing by zero.
Defining Frame SegmentedSNR (FSSNR) as the SegmentedSNR for one frame defined as

FSSNR(m) = log
{

1 +
∑N

n=1 x2(mN+n)
∑N

n=1[y(mN+n)−x(mN+n)]2+δ.

}

. (9)

We note that the summation in the denominator of (9) represents the distortionD between the
received and the transmitted frames measured in terms of Mean Square Error (MSE). Thus, the
SSNR of an audio stream can also be represented in terms ofFSSNR as

SSNR =
10

M

M−1
∑

m=0

FSSNR(m). (10)
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If framem is received successfully,FSSNR(m) is expressed as

FSSNR(m) = log
{

1 +
∑N

n=1 x2(mN+n)
δ

}

. (11)

Notice that in this case, distortionD in the denominator of (9) is equal to zero, i.e.,
∑N

n=1[y(mN + n) − x(mN + n)]2 = 0. In the event of a frame loss, we use the Insertion-Base
Repair (IBR) algorithm of [11] to represent a lost frame. In IBR, a lost frame is replaced by the
last accurately received frame or if there is no previously received frames, the next received frame
is used. More specifically,FSSNR is calculated using Equation (9) after calculating distortion by
computing the MSE between the original reference sample values of the framesx(n) and the sample
values of the frames used in the error concealment process. Hence, the value ofE[FSSNR(m)]
for a framem is expressed as

E [FSSNR(m)] = (1 − Ψm) log
{

1 +
∑N

n=1 x2(mN+n)
δ

}

+ Ψm log
{

1 +
∑N

n=1 x2(mN+n)
∑N

n=1[y(mN+n)−x(mN+n)]2+δ

}

.
(12)

Equally, we can express

E [SSNR] =
10

M

M−1
∑

m=0

E [FSSNR(m)]. (13)

Consequently, the optimization problem is given by

max
(C0,··· ,CM−1)

E [SSNR] (14)

Subject To:
∑M−1

m=0 Cm ≤ BC (15)

0 ≤ Cm + Rm < 2sm − 1, ∀m (16)

sm is the symbol size of the blockm bits chosen such that the block size (Lm) consists of the
frame payload symbolsRm, and the parity symbolsCm assigned to that frame does not exceed the
maximum RS block size of (2sm − 1) symbols [13]. Further,BC is the parity budget allocated to
transmit the audio sequence which equals toBC = BT − BR − BH , whereBT is the total budget
allocated to transmit the audio sequence,BR is the payload budget(the size of audio frames), and
BH is the packetization overhead. We calculateBH = (2s − 1) ∗ H where2s − 1 is the maximum
number of packets , which corresponds to the maximum block size a frame can have,H is the
sum of the UDP/RTP/IP compressed header size and the header parity symbols added to protect
the header against bit errors. Then the values ofE [FSSNR] for each frame, corresponding to all
possible parity symbol assignments that each frame can have, which is determined by the maximum
allowable size of the RS block size, are calculated and inserted into a so calledSSNR matrix.
Denote the values of this matrix asV (r, w) wherer is the row index andw is the column index. Fig.
2(a) demonstrates how this matrix is calculated. Consider an audio sequence ofM frames where the
number of rows of theSSNR matrix is equal toM and each row corresponds to one frame . To find
the elements of the row associated with framem, we simulate a loss event for framem and conceal
the frame using the IBR concealment algorithm. Then, we calculate the distortion measured in terms
of MSE between the original frames and the frames used in IBR concealment algorithm. Next, we
use the distortion measure to calculateE [FSSNR(m)] and evaluate the perceptual sensitivity of
the framem. To calculateE [FSSNR(m)], we calculate the probability of losing framem for
all possible parity assignments. More specifically,E [FSSNR(m)] is calculated using Equation
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(12) for each parity assignment in the set{0, 1, · · · , BC}. The first column element of rowm
of SSNR matrix is set as the value ofE [FSSNR(m)] with a parity assignment of zero. Then
the number of parity symbols is incremented by one symbol, the block size associated with this
assignment is calculated, and compared against Constraint(16). If the constraint is satisfied,Ψm

andE [FSSNR(m)] corresponding to this assignment are calculated, and inserted into the second
column element of rowm of SSNR matrix. The process of incrementing the parity by one symbol,
calculating the block size, checking the block size constraint, calculatingΨm andE [FSSNR](m) is
repeated till the maximum allowable block size determined by Constraint (16) is reached. The rows
associated with each blockm wherem ∈ {0, · · · ,M − 1} are filled the same way as described
above. After that, using dynamic programming, we find the optimal parity assignments for each
block maximizing theE [SSNR] of the overall sequence for a given budgetBC . We solve the
optimization problem using dynamic programming [4]. We divide the original problem into sub-
problems and solve the sub-problems optimally in order to construct the optimal solution of the
original problem. We refer the interested reader to [8] for adetailed description of our utilized
dynamic programming algorithm and its associated complexity analysis.

V(1,1) V(1,2) V(1,8)

V(2,1) V(2,2) V(2,3) V(2,9)

V(3,1) V(3,2) V(3,8)

V(I,1) V(I,2) V(I,3)

M

       0                    2    8               10 

Fig. 2. TheSSNR matrix. SymbolX represents points at which the number of parity symbols for agiven frame
exceeds the maximum possible block size.

IV. PERFORMANCEEVALUATION

In this section, we present our performance evaluation results based on our proposed frame-
work. We consider the transmission of MPEG-4 encoded sequences over wireless links. We assume
that the parity budget of each experiment is fixed as it represents the difference between the total
available budget and the combined size of data and meta-data. As such, our task is distribute the
parity budget vertically according to the formation of the grid discussed earlier. As indicators of se-
quences with various characteristics, our reported results relate to the sopr44-1 opera sequence and
the vioo10-2 music sequence audio clips. For both clips, thesampling rate is48k sample/second
with a sample size of16 bits. Each frame includes1024 samples [10]. Our protocol stack model
utilizes header compression technique to compress the headers of Internet Protocol (IP), User Data-
gram Protocol (UDP), and Real-Time Protocol (RTP) resulting in an overall header size of5 bytes
[5]. We generically emulate the effects of PHY and MAC layersthrough the use of two-state GE
model for simulating bit errors, and two-state G model for simulating packet erasures. We utilize
RS codes to protect the audio blocks using a symbol size ofs bits. The symbol sizes is chosen
such that the combined size of payload and parity in symbols does not exceed the maximum allow-
able block size determined by Equation (16). We chooses = 8 bits allowing a maximum block
size up to255 bytes. In our experiments, we utilize a play back buffer at the receiving end. We
choose the buffer size according to transmission delay, jitter, and play back consumption rate such
that the buffer is neither in the state of overflow nor in the state of underflow during play back.
Packets are modulated using BPSK modulation and transmitted over the wireless channel. For the
wireless channel model, the transition probabilities of the GE model are set asγ = 0.99875 and
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β = 0.875 representing average burst lengths of800 and8 bits for state G and B, respectively.
Further, we considerSNRG = 10SNRB to differentiate between the qualities of a link in state G
and B. We consider four different MIMO configurations representing SER characteristics of a link
in an ascending order. They are namely (1) single-transmit single-receive (1 × 1) utilizing MRC,
(2) double-transmit single-receive (2×1) utilizing STBC, (3) single-transmit double-receive (1×2)
utilizing MRC, and (4) double-transmit double-receive (2 × 2) utilizing STBC. At the receiving
side, the grid of frames shown in Fig. 1 is reconstructed after receiving the entire sequence. For
the G model, we chooseγ = 0.99875 andβ is used as a parameter to vary the average probabil-
ity of packet erasure rate (Pers) between1% and15%. Then using parity symbols, the blocks are
attempted to be compensated against bit errors and symbol erasures. In the case of discarding a
block, the last received block is used to conceal it. With theexception of Fig. 3, Fig. 4.b, and Fig.
5.b, our generated performance evaluation curves indicateE [SSNR] measured in dB scale for the
entire received audio stream on the vertical axis. Fig. 3 shows the MSE distortion and Fig. 4.b as
well as 5.b show the average probability of block loss in%. All figures showSNRG in db scale
on the horizontal axis. Every point on each curve indicates an average value taken over at least50
experiments. We conduct our experiments by varying the MIMOconfiguration, the budget, and the
average packet loss rate.
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Fig. 3. The distortion in terms of MSE for each frame for (a) sopr44-1 audio clip (b) vioo10-2 audio clip.
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Fig. 4. A performance comparison of different MIMO configurations utilized in conjunction with our Optimal UEP
(OUEP) algorithm. The vioo10-2 audio clip with an average packet loss ratio of5% with total budgetBT = 142KB are
used to depict (a) SSNR, and (b) the average probability of block loss.

In order to illustrate the importance of deploying UEP for the audio frames, we show how the
distortion varies from one frame to another. Fig. 3 depicts the MSE distortion associated with
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Fig. 5. Performance analysis of vioo10-2 audio clip with an average packet loss ratio of5% with total budget of
BT = 142KB utilizing 1 × 1, and1 × 2 MIMO configuration to depict (a) SSNR, and (b) the average probability of
block loss.
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Fig. 6. Performance analysis of sopr44-1 audio clip with an average packet loss ratio of (a)5% and (b)10%, with two
different budgets ;BT1 = 139KB andBT2 = 144KB, utilizing 1× 2 MIMO configuration.

losing each frame of the sequence. Our optimization technique assigns the parity bit such that
the most sensitive frames are protected the most. Next, we provide a performance comparison of
applying the Optimal UEP (OUEP) algorithm of Section III in conjunction with using different
MIMO configurations. Fig. 4.a compares the performance of the four MIMO scenarios indicated
above for vioo10-2 audio clip associated with a low packet loss ratio of5%. The curves show a
hysteresis pattern of improvement as the quality of the channel improves. However, the transitioning
segment of a curve shifts to the left as a MIMO configuration with a better SER characteristic is
used. Fig. 4.b shows that utilizing a higher quality MIMO link results in achieving a lower average
probability of block loss. The results are consistent with our other experiments performed using a
variety of audio clips. Next, we provide a performance comparison of our OUEP algorithm against
Equal Error Protection (EEP) scheme serving the role of a baseline. GivenBC , EEP assigns the
parity budget of a blockm asBm = Rm

∑M
m=1 Rm

BC . Fig. 5 compares the performance results of

the two schemes. As expected, we observe that our OUEP schemesignificantly outperforms EEP
independent of the choice of audio clip with different MIMO configurations, different FEC rates,
and different packet loss rates. We also observe that our OUEP method outperforms the literature
work of [7] if we experiment with a bit error free channel. Dueto shortage of space, we do not
report the latter comparison results here. Further, the following observations are of importance.
Fig. 6 compares the two schemes under different packet loss rates and using different budgets. The
results show that when the packet loss rate is high, the performance curves transitioning segments
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shift to the right. While in the case of deploying EEP scheme the curves may not reach to the
saturation level even on high values ofSNRG, the curves always reach to the saturation level using
OUEP.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we proposed an optimization framework protecting an audio sequence jointly
against random bit errors and packet erasures while reducing the packetization overhead of small au-
dio frames. Forming a two-dimensional grid of symbols, our framework formed horizontal packets
compensated vertically against both types of errors. The utilized one-dimensional error correction
coding scheme of our framework assigned parity bits according to the perceptual importance of
frames such that the Segmented SNR of a received audio sequence could be maximized. Our simu-
lation results revealed the effectiveness of our proposed framework under a variety of link qualities.
As a part of our ongoing work, we are in incorporating the effects of delay as it pertains to the
receiver buffer size and play back deadlines in our optimization framework.
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